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The problem
COVID-19 CRISIS

REALISATION OF THE LACK OF 
PREPAREDNESS WHEN TACKLING GLOBAL 

CRISES (such as the climate one!)

1st GAP
LOCAL EXPERIENCE

SCIENCE KNOWLEDGE 

2nd GAP
GOVERNMENT DECISIONS vs
LOCAL COMMUNITY NEEDS



The aim 

PRESERVATION OF THE LOCAL-CIVIC 
INITIATIVES FLOURISHED DURING THE 

COVID CRISIS

AIM
COORDINATION BETWEEN SOCIETY, 

GOVERNMENTS AND ACADEMIA 

ENHANCE THE ROLE OF PREVENTION 
(learned from the covid) TO START 

ADDRESSING THE CLIMATE 
EMERGENCY

ENABLE LOCAL PARTICIPATION IN 
THE DECISION-MAKING PROCESSES 

AND CO-CREATION OF POLICIES 
(ESPECIALLY YOUTH)



Successful stories from Mediterranean
Lebanon case (Ardi Ardak) Living Labs - Barcelona (Spain) and agile 

covid19 actions

BARCELONA HEALTH CARE 
LIVING LAB (Leitat)

3D ventilators: medically validated 
and industrially reproducible
13 HOSPITALS USE THEM!!!

LIVING LAB (or Living Laboratory) 
Is a research concept, open-innovation ecosystem, user-
centered, iterative,  often operating in a territorial context.

Hub of social inclusion, learning, knowledge co-creation and 
technology transfer.

UNDERLYING PROBLEM
- Financial crisis 
- COVID-19 crises made 
poverty 50% higher in 6 
months

LIVING LABS CAN 
TACKLE CLIMATE 

CHANGE TOO!!

SOCIAL RESPONSE: A partnership between...
American University of Beirut (AUB) | Lebanese League for
Women in Business (LLWB) | The Food Heritage Foundation
(FHF) | Local and international citizens

ACHIEVEMENTS
❏ Local farmers support
❏ Youth participation  through 

technology 
❏ Jobs for disadvantaged 

groups in rural areas
❏ Offering urban consumers 

access to local healthy
products



Successful stories from Mediterranean
Algeria – Kabylia – Autonomous forest fire management at local level

SOCIAL RESPONSE
Citizens of this region have organized
themselves into regional and local
committees (Twiza) to limit the risk of
fire, reduce the intervention of
firefighters and preserve the natural
heritage.

UNDERLYING PROBLEM:

Rich in forest cover representing 75% of
its territory and exposed to drought,
Kabylia has too often experienced fires
with dramatic consequences for nature
and for humans.

COMMITTEES’ TASKS

- Raising awareness among local
residents
- Bush clearing around the village
and near the forests
- Coordination with foresters and
firefighters
- Intervention in case of fire

ACHIEVEMENTS

• Forest rehabilitation
• Committees’ acknowledgement 
by the Algerian Government
• Forest Protection Convention
signed by the Government
• Establishment of civic committees 
along all the forest



Successful stories from Mediterranean
Barcelona - Climate Policy: a story of co-production and citizens inclusion

‘BCN+SOSTENIBLE’ is a formal local network
in which climate-wise decisions are consulted 
and co-produced involving:
● Citizens
● Private companies
● Associations and Foundations
● Learning and Research Institutions
● Public organizations

THE CLIMATE PLAN (2018) HAS ALSO STARTED BEING CO-IMPLEMENTED 
WITH PUBLIC FUNDS (2019)

BARCELONA MUNICIPALITY CONSULTED CITIZENS TO DECIDE THE 
MEASURES FOR THE ‘CLIMATE EMERGENCY ACT’ (2019-2020) THROUGH 

A CONSULTATIVE PROCESS

ACHIEVEMENTS
Lower public transport fares  |  Car mobility restrictions | Short internal flights 
cancellation  | Refusal to extend the port | Green solutions enhancement



Successful stories from Mediterranean
France, Etang de Berre Watershed Protection Network 

UNDERLYING PROBLEM

The Etang de Berre, in Provence, is one of the largest 
salt lakes in Europe. It represents very rich and varied 
ecosystems. However, two types of pollution have 
been disrupting its functioning for almost 100 years. 

SOCIAL RESPONSE

Citizens have federated around a network of 
associations that come together through assemblies 
to influence local policy and governance decisions.

ACHIEVEMENTS

❏ Creation of a scientific syndicate devoted to monitor the 
state of the river and study solutions 

❏ Public authorities signed a contract to commit to the 
restoration of the pond. 

❏ Biodiversity has started recently increasing!!!



Conclusions
- PARTICIPATIVE NETWORKS
- CIVIC ENGAGEMENT 

- ASSEMBLIES AND LIVING LABS

- YOUTH AS A MEAN FOR INNOVATION
- TECHNOLOGICAL AND SOCIAL

- EDUCATION

READY TO ACTIVELY INVOLVE 
LOCAL COMMUNITIES?



THANK YOU!!!

QUESTIONS?

Enhancing climate resilience 
through local networks 

empowerment
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